YOU ARE INVITED TO
THE INAUGURAL MEETING OF THE MILITARY HEALTH INTEREST GROUP

When: January 14th, 2015 | Where: MED 209L | Time: 1200

COME CREATE THE FUTURE OF MILITARY HEALTH. Be a part of the opportunities UTHSCSA can create with the Military Health Interest Group in collaboration with the newly founded Military Health Institute.

We are excited to feature a PANEL DISCUSSION of health professionals representing health science center and military, whose exciting experiences will highlight the essence of military health. Dr. Byron Hepburn, the director of the Military Health Institute, will also speak about the directions of the Military Health Institute. Food will be provided.

After these inspiring panels, those who are interested in becoming involved are invited to stay for a round table forum about the future of the Military Health Interest Group and what we as students want to create in order to enhance our experiences at UTHSCSA.

MEETING OVERVIEW
• Introduction and food
• Panel discussion
• Forum for future directions

WHO WE ARE
The Military Health Interest Group is a new UTHSCSA student organization with open enrollment to any at the health science center.

Contact: DEMIS@LIVEMAIL@UTHSCSA.EDU